A fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) approach based on hidden Markov chain model is proposed in this paper. In the proposed approach, the occurrence or recovery of a failure in a dynamic system is modeled as a finitestate Markov (or semi-Markov) chain with known transition probabilities. For such a hybrid system, either the Interacting Multiple-Model (IMM) or the first-order generalized pseudo-Bayesian (GPB 1) estimation algorithm can be used for state estimation, fault detection and diagnosis. The superiority of the approach is illustrated by an aircraft example for sensors and actuators failures. Both deterministic and random fault scenarios are designed and used for evaluating and comparing the performance. Some performance indices are presented. The robustness of the proposed approach t o the design of model transition probabilities, fault modeling errors, and the uncertainties of noise statistics are also evaluated.
Introduction
In a dynamic control system, for example a modern flight control system, failures of its actuators or sensors may cause serious problems and need t o be detected and isolated as fast and as accurately as possible. Systems subject t o such failures cannot be adequately modeled by a single set of state equations. A more appropriate mathematical model for such a system is the so-called stochastic hybrid system. It differs from the conventional stochastic systems in that its state may jump as well as vary continuously. The occurrence or recovery of failures may be modelled as a finite-state Markov (or semi-Markov) chain with known transition probabilities. Such modeling of the failures seems natural and reasonable from a practical point of view. One of the most effective estimation and detection approaches for such hybrid systems is based on the use of multiple models (MM). It runs a bank of filters in parallel, each based on a model matching t o a particular mode (i.e., structure or behavior pattern) of the system. The overall state estimate is calculated by the probabilistically weighted sum of the outputs of all filters. Such MMbased FDD approaches have been extensively developed (see, e.g., [8] [6] ). These approaches are based on the "noninteracting" MM method originally proposed by Magill [5] :
The single-model-based filters are running in parallel without mutual interaction (i.e., each filter operates indepenhandling problems with an unknown structure or parameter but without structural or parametric changes. Clearly, the problem of FDD does not fit well into such a framework because, in general, the system structure or parameters may change as a component or subsystem fails. It is more dently at all times) Such an approach is quite effective in 'Supported by NSF, ONR, LEQSF, AFOSR, ARO and ASFC. appropriate to describe such a change using hidden Markov chain model which had been successfully used in many fields such as target tracking [l] and speech signal processing [7] . However, a complication in this Markov model is that the number of "multiple models" grows exponentially with time. As a result, the optimal estimator requires the number of estimators growing exponentially with time. To overcome this problem, a number of successful suboptimal filtering algorithms have been developed [l] . Among them, a notable recent advance in MM-based estimation is the development of the interacting multiple-model (IMM) estimator [2] [l] , It overcomes the above-mentioned weakness of the non-interacting MM approach by explicitly modeling the abrupt changes of the system by "switching" from one model t o another. Since structural changes of the system are explicitly considered and effectively handled, it has been shown in [91 that the IMM algorithm is a much more promising and effective algorithm for FDD. There are serval superiorities for the IMM algorithm t o be used in the FDD of dynamic systems. The IMM differs from the noninteracting MM algorithm in that the single model-based filters interact with each other by explicitly accounting for the mode jumps which are governed by a Markov chain and thus leads to significantly improved performance. In this paper, a more general FDD scheme based on the hidden Markov chain model (HMCM) t o describe the failures (changes) of the systems is outlined. The IMM algorithm and the GPBl algorithm can be viewed as two of the particular algorithms within this framework. Some guideline for the design of model transition probabilities among different system modes is suggested. The performance evaluation and robustness analysis of the IMM and GPBl based FDD approaches for the design of model transition probabilities, fault modeling errors, and the uncertainties of noise statistics are also investigated and compared with the "non-interacting" MM approach for sensors and actuators fault detection and diagnosis of an aircraft with both deterministic and random test scenarios.
Modeling of Multiple Failures 2.1. Hidden Markov Chain Model for FDD
Suppose that a discrete time process is modeled by a Markov chain with state m ( k ) taking values in a finite set s = 1,2, ..., s. At each time step, the transition probabilities of the chain can be defined by
where P { -} denotes probability; m ( k ) is the discrete-valued modal state (i.e., indicator of the normal or fault mode) at time k , which denotes the mode in effect during the sampling period ending at IC; 7rij is the transition probability from mode mi to mode m j ; S is the set of all possible system modes.
A stochastic hybrid system model which can represent a system with the above Markov mode jumps is the following:
where x E Rnx is the base state vector; z E Rnz is the (mode-dependent) measurement vector; U E Rnu is control input vector; E(k) E Rne and q ( k ) E Rnz are mutually independent white Gaussian process and measurement noises with mean < ( k ) and i J ( k ) , and covariances Q ( k ) and R ( k ) ; the initial state is assumed Gaussian with mean PO and covariance PO, and is independent of The nonlinear system (3)-(4) is known as a "jump linear system": It is linear given the system mode; however, the system may jump from one such system t o another at a random time. It can be observed from (4) that the base state observations are in general noisy and mode dependent. Therefore, the mode information is imbedded in the measurement sequence. In other words, the system mode sequence, m ( k ) , is an indirectly observed (or hidden) Markov chain. The Markov chain model is hidden if the underlying Markov chain is not directly observable. An FDD problem in terms of the above hybrid system is that of determining the current modal state (corresponding to the normal or fault mode currently in effect) and/or the current estimate of the base state from a sequence of noisy observations.
How to select the set of models to represent the normal and possible fault modes and the Markov mode transition probabilities are key issues in the application of the MM approach. As pointed out in [3] [9] , the selection of this set of models is such that they (approximately) represent or cover all possible system modes at any time. The design of the model set structures and their parameters, i.e., the assumption of fault type, magnitude, and duration, is critical for the MM based FDD. Design of a good set of models, matching to various modes of the system, requires prior knowledge about the possible faults of the system.
Design of the Markov "ransition Probabilities
For the design of the transition probability matrix, in practice, prior knowledge regarding the overall system reliability and behavior may need to be brought in. The guideline for a proper choice of the diagonal entries in the transition probability matrix is t o match roughly the mean sojourn time of each mode, i.e., T
where rj is the expected sojourn time of the j t h mode; ?rjj is the probability of transition from j t h mode t o the same mode and 1' is the sampling interval; l j is a designed lower limit for the j t h model transition probability. For example, the "normal-to-normal" transition probability, ~1 1 , can be obtained by 7r11 = 1 -5, where r1 denotes the mean time between failures (MTBF). Note that T is much smaller than MTBF in practice. The transition probability from the normal mode to a fault mode is equal to 1 -rll. Which particular fault mode it jumps to depends on the relative likelihood of the occurrence of the fault mode. While in reality, mean sojourn time of a total failure mode is the system's down time which is usually large and problem-dependent, to incorporate various fault modes into one sequence for a convenient comparison of different FDD approaches, the sojourn time and q.
of the total failures is assumed to be the same as that of the partial faults in this paper.
"Fault-to-fault" transitions are normally disallowed except in the case where there is sufficient prior knowledge to believe that partial faults can occur one after another.
HMCM-Based MM Estimatoi-s for FDD 3.1. MM Estimators for FDD
It is well-known [l] that to evaluate the minimum meansquare error estimator of a system in a switching environment, the computational and storage requirements increase exponentially with time, which makes the optimal estimator NP-complete and thus not implementable in real time. This results in the first-order GPB (GPB1) estimator.
Since the previous overall estimate carries information from all filters, this approach belongs to the class of interacting MM estimators. In the GPB estimator, the model switching has been explicitly considered.
A significantly better way of reinitialization is to use 
Fault Detection and Diagnosis Scheme
The model probabilities provide an indication of mode in effect a t any time. It is natural t o be used as an indication of a failure. In some measurement residual-based FDD approaches, such as sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) and Generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) approaches, design of a detection logic is nontrivial. For IMM approach, however, the fault decision can be made directly by:
where Hj ( j f 1) is the hypothesis that fault j (modeled by m3) has occurred. H I is the hypothesis of no fault.
Performance Evaluation and Scenarios Design

Performance Evaluation and Indices
In order to evaluate the FDD performance of different MM estimators, in addition t o the conventional performance indices, such as the false alarm (FA) and missed fault detection (MFD), the following performance indices are designed and used in this paper: average percentages of correct detection and identification (CDID) , incorrect fault identification (IFID), no mode detection (NMD), and average detection delay. A CDID is obtained if the model that is closest t o the system mode (normal or fault mode) in effect at the given time has a probability higher than a specific threshold (,UT = 0.9). An IFID is obtained if the model with a probability over p~ is not the one clmest to the fault mode in effect at the given time. An FA is obtained if the model with a probability over p~ is not the normal mode while the normal mode is in effect a t the given time. An MFD is obtained if the normal model has the highest probability which exceeds p~ while the system has a fault. It is indecisive (NMD) if no model has a probability above p~. The detection and correct identification delay is obtained from the time the true mode changes t o the time it is detected and correctly identified. It is obviously desirable t o have a higher CDID and lower FA, IFID, MFD and NMD. Fig. 2 depicts the relationship among different performance indices, where 0th identified mode means no model has probability larger than p~. The performance indices given above should not be applied t o different model set designs; otherwise they may be misleading: the more models, the worse the performance. 
Design of Test Scenarios
The FDD performance depends t o some degree on the test scenarios used. In order t o evaluate the performance of different FDD algorithms more fairly and precisely, both deterministic and random fault scenarios were designed in [9] and used for testing and comparing the performance of the proposed HMCM approach with Magill's MMAE approach. For the deterministic scenario, a scenario with total and partial sensor/actuator failures, simultaneous partial sensor and actuator failures was simulated. For the random scenario, it is assumed that the system mode sequence is a semi-Markov process. Specifically, it is a process that would be Markov were the sojourn time T for each mode not random. In this case, the sensor and actuator faults with total/partial failures were simulated separately.
FDD of Aircraft Sensor and Actuator Failures 5.1. Results of deterministic and random scenarios
Deterministic scenario: In this scenario, a total of 15 models is designed to present different failures in the model set. They are: one normal, four total sensor failure, four 40% partial sensor failure, one total actuator failure, one 40% partial actuator failure, and four simultaneous sensor and actuator failure models. Fig. 3 shows the FDD results when there is a total pitch rate failure between k = 31 and k = 40; a simultaneous 20% partial pitch rate and symmetric stabilator failures between k = 71 and 80; a 40% partial symmetric stabilator failure between k = 101 and k = 111; a 40% partial pitch angle failure between k = 141 and k = 149; and a total symmetric stabilator failure between k = 176 and k = 185. Table 2 presents the FDD performance indices defined before and the flops (x104) in one cycle using the IMM, GPB1, and MMAE approaches, with a MATLAB implementation. IMMl represents a numerically robust IMM algorithm implementation developed in [4] . IMM2 represents the IMM algorithm with lower bound for model transition probabilities to prevent the possible numerical problem. MMAEl represents the numerically robust MMAE algorithm implementation in [4] . MMAE2 represents the MMAE algorithm with lower bound for each model probability. The same lower bound was imposed on the GPB1. Case 1 (Cl) represents the situation in which the model set and the noise statistics are known exactly. The FDD results for this case were demonstrated in Fig. 3 Other quantization level may of course be used to evaluate the FDD performance and the robustness t o modeling errors. We may design multiple models t o correspond to these levels. The quantization error reduces as more models are used. However, the use of more models will increase the computational load. The FDD performance indices, the flops (x104) are given in Table 3 for two model designs. Design 1 used quantization NJ while Design 2 used N:. For example, for the case of a sensor fault, Design 1 used 9 models (one normal, four 50% partial sensor failure, four total sensor failures) and Design 2 used 17 models (one normal, four 25% partial sensor failure, four 50% partial sensor failure, four 75% partial sensor failure, four total sensor failures).
For an actuator fault, only primary control surface failure was considered. This leads to 3 models for Design 1 and 5 models for Design 2. Table 3 gives the FDD performance indices based on the same indices as the one defined in the deterministic scenario. It is obvious that, for model set Designs 1 and 2, the performance indices, especially CDID, vary with the design of model set. That is why the modified performance indices have been defined in Section 4.1. The FDD results are given in Table 4 . It can be seen that similar results were obtained for two model set designs. Compared to the results in 'Ibble 3, much better CDID were demonstrated for MMAEl and MMAE2. But the performance indices, including average distance, of the IMM and GPBl are still much better than that of the MMAE. It demonstrates the superiority of the HMCM-based approach. 
Robustness Analysis
A major difference of the proposed approach from other MM-based approaches is the assumptioin of Markov process for the system failures. It is this Markov process that considers the jumps of the system. A practical issue which should be considered is how robust the proposed FDD approach to the design of the model transition probabilities.
Applications of the IMM algorithm to the target tracking indicated that the performance of the IMM algorithm is not sensitive to the choice of the transition probabilities [3] . This characteristics is very useful not only for the application of the IMM algorithm in target tracking, but also for the application in FDD. In the subsequent simulations, this robustness of the design of model transition probabilities to the FDD performance will be evaluated for both the IMM and GPBl algorithms. Other robustness issues with respect to modeling errors or errors in noise statistics are also important to the application of the proposed approach. The greater the errors are, the more serious the degradation of the FDD performance is. A good FDD approach should be robust (insensitive) to such errors. R o m the results of the above scenarios, it can be seen that the IMM algorithm has the best FDD performance. It has the highest CDID, smallest FA, IFID, MFD, NDID and smallest detection delay. The IMM approach is also robust t o the design of model transition probabilities, the modeling errors, and the uncertainties in noise statistics. It obviously outperforms the MMAE approach, especially with a lower bound in the model transition probabilities.
The GPBl algorithm has better performance than the MMAE but is worse than the IMM algorithm. The flops of the IMM is slightly greater than that of the GPBl and MMAE approaches, It is obvious that the numerically robust MMAE algorithm implementation, MMAE1, has much worse performance compared with the one (MMAE2) with a lower bound. On the other hand, better performance was obtained by the numerically robust IMM algorithm implementation (IMM1) without any artificial lower bound, although even better results can be obtained by the one (IMM2) with a lower bound for the model transition probabilities.
Compared with other single filter based approach, another important characteristic of the HMCM-based FDD approach is that it provides more reliable FDD information and accurate estimate not only when the system has failures, but also under normal conditions. Another advantage of the HMCM-based FDD approach is that the fault detection threshold is easy t o determine and the FDD performance is not sensitive t o it. The disadvantage of the approach is its slightly higher computational complexity. However, its substantial improvement in the FDD performance pays for this price. With the rapid development of high performance computing techniques, it is more attractive due t o its inherent parallel computation structure.
Conclusions
In this paper, based on the hidden Markov chain model for the modeling of faulty system, the interacting multiplemodel (IMM) and the first order Generalized PseudoBayesian (GPBl) estimation algorithms, a fault detection and diagnosis approach for multiple failures of a dynamic system has been proposed. The proposed approach provides an integrated framework for fault detection, diagnosis, and state estimation. The simulation results of sensors and actuators of an F/A-18 aircraft for deterministic and random test scenarios demonstrated that the proposed approach can obtain significantly better performance than the MMAE approach in terms of correctness, robustness and timeliness. The IMM algorithm also yields better results than the GPBl algorithm.
